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Introducing FHAW Woodchips
Welcome to the first issue of FHAW Woodchips, an electronic newsbrief that will deliver FHAW news, upcoming events and selected articles related to our Wisconsin forests and the interests of our members. Woodchips will be delivered once a month while
the FHAW newsletter, Chips and Sawdust, will continue to be distributed quarterly. Feel free to send me your feedback, comments and topics of interest at schnitzler.donald@charter.net.
Schnitz
Don Schnitzler
FHAW Newsletter Editor
In the News
W.D. Connor Induction into Hall of Fame
W.D. Connor, Sr. was inducted into the Wisconsin Forestry Hall of Fame Friday, August 16 th at the Camp 5 Museum complex in
Laona, Wisconsin surrounded by Connor descendants and forest history enthusiasts.
Tom Albrecht the chairman of the Wisconsin Society of American Foresters Hall of Fame Committee introduced the participating
organizations and explained that Wisconsin Forestry Hall of Fame recognizes outstanding contributions to Wisconsin forestry.
Historical re-enactor, Mark T. Nelson, appeared as W.D. Connor talking about his life. Mary Connor Pierce then shared memories
of her grandfather. Video presentation available here
A look at Wood Use in Nonresidential Construction
Low-rise nonresidential buildings are an important market for lumber, engineered wood products, and structural and nonstructural wood panels in the United States. In a cooperative study between the Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) and major wood industry
associations, researchers evaluated the types and quantities of solid wood used in buildings, such as factories, churches, and
schools, with six or fewer stories above ground level. More
Flambeau River Paper Completes $2 Million New Headbox Installation on PM#3 at Wisconsin Mill
Flambeau River Papers, one of North America's "greenest" paper mills, completed installation of the new headbox on Paper Machine No. 3. The $2 million plus investment, which controls flow and distribution of fiber, will improve the mill's current grades
while allowing the manufacture of additional specialty printing and writing papers. More
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Lake States Logging Congress

Escanaba, Michigan

September 6—7, 2013

Information available at http://timberpa.com/

38th Annual FHAW
Conference

Park Falls, Wisconsin

event/2013-lake-states-logging-congressequipment-expo

September 12—14, 2013 Information available at http://
www.chipsandsawdust.com/news.htm

